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UNLOCK THE MAXIMUM ASSET 
VALUE WITH MINIMAL REPAIR 
INVESTMENT

Reconext’s grade-jump service has been designed to 
optimize the grade and overall value of used devices.  
 
Grade-jump targets cost effective repairs, which 
can be completed quickly and ultimately provide 
the greatest value increase. This results in a fully 
functional device, enhanced to a cosmetic condition 
which will satisfy your customer’s requirements. Up 
to 25% of trade in devices have glass damage which 
decreases their resale value significantly. Recovery 
of that value through creative solutions is a key to 
the Reconext mission and corporate values.  
 
Grade-jump is part of a comprehensive suite of 
mobile repair and refurbishment solutions which 
Reconext can provide. We specialize in repair, 
refurbishment and the circular economy related 
to consumer electronics so that we will create 
value to our customers. Our corporate mission is to 
deliver solutions that optimize the value of returned 
electronic devices through continuous innovation in 
repair. We have a solution to meet your need.

Reconext’s Differentiators
 - Rigorous parts inspection
 - Multi OEM repair capabilities
 - Global footprint
 - World class engineering Team
 - Flexible, customer defined solutions
 - Environmentally responsible
 - Experts in mobile device value
 - High ROI on repair investment

Issues Addressed
 - Screen breakage or malfunction
 - Heavy screen scratches
 - Back glass breakage
 - Battery defect
 - Camera lens breakage

Our CTIA and WISE certified technicians are highly 
trained and skilled to perform a variety of mobile 
device of repairs including LCD replacement 
services, back glass replacement, data clear failure 
mitigation, and battery replacement (to name 
a few). We maintain a rigorous parts inspection 
process during our repairs and ensure the service 
performed will create a positive return on your repair 
investment.

Through customer feedback, we have been told our 
grade-jump services are extremely beneficial in 
recovering significant value on devices which were 
initially determined to be a Grade D (device with 
broken glass). On average, the value increase on 
iPhones serviced is up to a 33% lift.

To set up a free consultation, please email 
tellmemore@reconext.com.

Make the Jump to 
Increased Profits


